
Vocabulary: Units 1 and 2

Verbs Nouns Adjectives

• advertise
• blend in
• chat
• decline
• fail
• get the point
• hide
• realize
• survive

• fuel
• insect
• poison
• postage
• transportation
• warning
• wings

• affordable
• brilliant
• enormous
• essential
• peaceful
• potential
• reasonable
• solid
• wealthy

Word
Definition Example Sentence

Derivations

advertise v use media, like newspapers or
magazines, to tell people about
your business

Our business almost doubled
when we started to advertise on
Facebook.advertisement n

affordable adj something with a reasonable,
fair price that you have
enough money to buy

I can’t find an affordable place
to live near work.  Everything is
so expensive.afford v

blend in v
have the same color or design
as the background so you can’t
be seen

Tigers have stripes so they
blend in to the jungle and they
can’t be seen.

brilliant adj
very bright colors that are
easy to see

Hawaii is full of brilliant colors,
like the blue sky, the green
plants and the amazing flowers.

chat v/n
talk about simple, everyday
things

It’s good to come to class early
so you can chat with your
teacher and classmates.chatty adj

decline
v
n

go down; get smaller or less
Japan’s population is declining
because fewer babies are born
and there’s little immigration.

enormous adj very large; huge
African elephants have
enormous ears.

essential adj
very important; something that
you must have

If you want to be a good writer,
it is essential to have good
grammar.essentially adv

fail v
be unsuccessful; cannot reach
a goal

I tried to make a special dinner
for my girlfriend, but it was a
complete failure.  It was terrible.failure adj



fuel n
something that gives energy to
make a machine move, like
gasoline

Athletes eat lots of pasta and
rice because carbohydrates give
your body fuel to exercise.

get (the,
your) point

phr
understand what someone is
trying to tell you; understand
the main idea

Even after twenty minutes of
explanation, I still didn’t get my
boss’s point.  It’s so confusing.

hide v
stay in a place where you are
safe and no one can find you

Our dog hates loud noises.  She
always hides under the bed
during thunderstorms.hidden adj

insect n an animal with six legs
Most people don’t like insects
like flies and other bugs, but
they are important for life.

peaceful adj
calm and relaxed; no danger or
excitement

I used to go to clubs and parties
every weekend.  Now, I prefer a
peaceful night at home.

peacefully
peace

adv
n

poison n
something that could make
your very sick or even kill you

Some farmers use poison to kill
insects and other pests that
could destroy their crops.poisonous adj

postage n
money you pay to send
something through the mail

To show that you have paid the
postage to send a letter, you put
a stamp on the envelope.

post office
postal

n
adj

potential adj
what something could become
in the future

Skyler has the potential to be a
really good student if he keeps
working hard.potentially adv

realize v
come to understand something

Finally someone realized the
room was still cold because a
window was slightly open.realization n

reasonable adj
a fair price; not too expensive

I love that restaurant because
they serve delicious food at a
reasonable price.reasonably adv

solid adj
not soft; no holes or empty
pockets; one strong piece

This bed is really heavy because
it is made of solid wood.  That’s
also why it’s so strong.solid n

survive v
live through a dangerous
event that could kill someone

It was a miracle that everyone
survived the plane crash.  The
pilot is a true hero.

survivor
survival

n
adj

transportation n the way you move people or
things from one place to
another

You don’t need a car in Tokyo
because public transportation is
really good.transport v



Synonym:
Two words with the
same meaning.

• tired / sleepy
• run / sprint

Antonym:
Two words with the
opposite meaning.

• awake / asleep
• start / stop

warning n
words or signals to tell
someone about danger

The referee gave the player a
warning for unsafe play and said
he would give a red card next.warn v

wealthy adj
having a lot of money; rich

It would be nice to be wealthy,
but as long as I can take care of
my family, I’m satisfied.wealth n

wings n
the part of a bird, like an arm,
that it uses to fly

The eagle spread its wings and
flew into the air.  It was an
amazing thing to see.

Word Synonyms Antonyms

advertisement commercial -----

affordable ----- expensive

brilliant bright dull

decline decrease increase

enormous huge tiny

essential ----- optional

fail ----- succeed

get the point ----- miss the point

peaceful ----- violent

survive ----- die / be killed

wealthy rich poor

Noun Verb Adjective Adverb

advertisement advertise ----- -----

----- afford affordable -----

chat chat chatty -----

failure fail ----- -----

----- hide hidden -----

peace ----- peaceful peacefully

postage ----- postal -----

realization realize ----- -----



survival
survivor

survive ----- -----

transportation transport ----- -----

warning warn

Common Combinations

chat with someone chat about something fail to do something

hide from someone pay postage warn about something

essential for success take transportation blend in with a group

have potential


